
May 21, 2021

DearChairman Marshall and Members of the House Consumer Affairs Committee- Representatives Quinn, Emrick,
Sankey, Delozier, Farry, Kauffman, Mackenzie, Mehaffie, Metzgar, Miller, Nelson, Pickett, Todd, Warner, Bullock,
Burns, Davis, Flynn, Malagari, Mullins, Parker, Schweyer and Snyder:

My name is Richard Myers and I am a resident of Lancaster County, PA. I attest and affirm that the following
statements are true, accurate and within my knowledge.

Like all Legislators, your primary duty is to the public safety. Indeed, the 1996 Telecommunications Act and the 1934
Communications Act are both purposed “to promote the safety of life and property". Today Ihave identified and am
hand delivering to the Chair and all 24 Members of the House Consumer Affairs Committee factual information that
industry proponents of 5G expansion are aware of but have not and will not show you:

Thousands of scientific bioeffects studies spanning over a century which
provide incontrovertible proof of serious adverse health effects from
exposure to microwave radiation of the type transmitted by 5G antennas.

Based on this information, it is your legal obligation to halt not only 5G expansion - which has been halted in this
Legislature at least twice before, including by means of litigation- but all consideration thereof.

5G expansion is entirely unnecessary, in that every PA resident and office has already paid in full - by force-
through utility contracts behind every monthly phone bill of every kind since the early 1990s, for the best
communications service: fiber-optics to the premises (FTTP). We are much overdue for the provision of FTTP: the
fastest, most reliable and secure, least energy-consumptive and safest communications system in existence. If the
PUC would litigate over the cross-subsidization fraud that enabled the build-out of wireless from the misuse of
monies contracted for FTTP, our State would be ~$10 Billion richer. Why not try?

Moreover, our grandfathers gave us through public funding and much hard labor the copper-wire phone and DSL
internet lines that still work perfectly - even in an electrical outage - and these must be restored, where for-profit
wireless companies have presumed to rip them out in order to force customers into wireless communications.

We Pennsylvanians deserve the best, not the worst, and 5G is the worst - wireless systems that are unreliable,
insecure, hacked out of the gate by their nature, stolen data sent automatically, energy-consumptive and -wasteful,
and, worst of all, physically injurious to every person, animal, insect and plant exposed involuntarily to the
infrastructural radiation.

Your not advancing 5G legislation in prior years out of health considerations will be proven disingenuous in so far as
you pursue injurious 5G wireless. And that holds serious liability risk.

I include herewith a paper copy of just one overarching paper entitled “5G;Great Risks for EU, U.S. and
International Health!" (Enclosure 1). 1

This 90-page report was written and compiled by Martin Pall, PhD, Professor Emeritus at Washington State
University, a world-renowned researcher and expert on the biological effects of microwave radiation. Dr. Pall

1 The report can be accessed online at: httosZ/peaceinsoace.bloas.com/files/5a-emf-hazards~dr-martin-l.-Dall~eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf
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identifies on Page 1 eight (8) serious disease states attributed to short- and long-term exposure to pulse-modulated
microwave radiation as transmitted by 5G antennas. (Seven explanatory chapters follow.) These exposures:

1. Attack our nervous systems, resulting in neurological and neuropsychiatric effects (25 reviews)
2. Attack and disrupt our endocrine and hormonal systems (12 reviews)
3. Produce oxidative stress and free radical damage which are linked to all chronic diseases (19 reviews)
4. Attack the DNA of our cells producing cancer and mutations in future generations (21 reviews)
5. Produce elevated levels of cell death causing neurodegenerative diseases and infertility (13 reviews)
6. Lower male and female infertility (18 reviews)
7. Produce excess intracellular calcium (35 reviews)
8. Attack cells of our bodies so as to cause cancer (35 reviews)

Given the certainty of your undermining and taking of pubic safety in the process of expanding 5G, and threatening
safety just by considering it, you have an obligation by law to research this subject thoroughly, such as in reading this
report, and by welcoming and not refusing experts on this subject at your hearings. Before voting on 5G wireless
infrastructure expansion, harming the health of >12 million Pennsylvanians and our Constitutionally-protected
Environment, do read the enclosed report (in particular the yellow-highlighted sentences) and immediately stop 5G
expansion.

Perhaps the takeaway from the scientific evidence in the Report can be succinctly reduced to one sentence wherein
Dr. Pall writes on page 81:

"Putting in tens of millions of 5G antennae without a
single biological test of safety has got to be about the
stupidest idea anyone has had in the history of the world."

I urge you to require all broadband to be FTTP, so that no new antennas can irradiate anyone. (See Enclosure 2 for
bad examples of antennas placed right next to occupied buildings.) I request you reply back informing me what
action the Committee will take to protect my health, that of >12 million Pennsylvanians, and our Environment.
Remember, regarding public safety, it is not within your authorities to duck behind a federal agency's administrative
rules that do not constitute laws, particularly where such agency is in litigation precisely thereunder,

I request this letter along with the 90-page Pall Report and Enclosure 2 photos be accepted into the official record
and considered by lawmakers before voting on 5G deployment. I have expressed no matter of mere concern but
solely matters of substance - of fact and law. I accept and appreciate your oath of office.

Thank you,

SignecLMrfy 21,2021

Rich: lyers

C/O Safe Technology Consortium
P.O. Box 96
Bausman, PA 17504

Copies to:
Various Media, Others
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